This paper explores the adaptive (active) PAC (probably approximately correct) top-k ranking (i.e., top-k item selection) and total ranking problems from l-wise (l ≥ 2) comparisons under the multinomial logit (MNL) model. By adaptively choosing sets to query and observing the noisy output of the most favored item of each query, we want to design ranking algorithms that recover the top-k or total ranking using as few queries as possible. For the PAC top-k ranking problem, we derive a lower bound on the sample complexity (aka number of queries), and propose an algorithm that is samplecomplexity-optimal up to an O(log(k + l)/ log k) factor. When l = 2 (i.e., pairwise comparisons) or l = O(poly(k)), this algorithm matches the lower bound. For the PAC total ranking problem, we derive a tight lower bound, and propose an algorithm that matches the lower bound. When l = 2, the MNL model reduces to the popular Plackett-Luce (PL) model. In this setting, our results still outperform the state-of-the-art both theoretically and numerically. We also compare our algorithms with the state-of-the-art using synthetic data as well as real-world data to verify the efficiency of our algorithms.
Introduction
The problem of ranking a set of n items is of significant recent interest due to its popularity in various machine learning problems, such as recommendation systems (Baltrunas, Makcinskas, and Ricci, 2010) , web search (Dwork et al., 2001) , crowd sourcing (Chen et al., 2013) , and social choices (Lu and Boutilier, 2011; Caragiannis, Procaccia, and Shah, 2013; Conitzer and Sandholm, 2005) . The goal of these ranking problems is to recover a total or partial ranking from noisy queries (aka samples) about users' preferences. A query presents a user with a set of l items, such as products, movies, pages, and candidates, and asks him/her to select the most favored item. An interesting area of study is active ranking, where the learner can actively select the items to be queried based on past query results in order to reduce the number of queries needed (sample complexity). The work in (Chen et al., 2013) shows that adaptive ranking algorithms can achieve almost the same accuracy as non-adaptive ones using only about 3% of the samples.
In this paper, we focus on listwise ranking (i.e., each time, the learner can query more than two items) instead of querying only two items at a time, i.e., pairwise ranking. There are several motivations to study listwise ranking, which is a relatively unexplored area compared to pairwise ranking. Results on listwise ranking can be directly applied to pairwise ranking, which is a special case of listwise ranking, and numerical results in this paper indicate that traditional algorithms designed for pairwise ranking problems do not work well on listwise settings. More importantly, in many applications such as web search and online shopping, presenting more than two items to the users is more common and typical, and can provide better user experiences. In these applications, using adaptive listwise ranking algorithms, the server can adaptively choose items to present and learn the users' preference in a shorter time.
There are mainly two classes of ranking problems, one aims to find the k most preferred items, and the other aims to recover the total ranking (or full ranking). This paper studies both problems. Instead of exact ranking, this paper focuses on the PAC ranking (Szörényi et al., 2015; Falahatgar et al., 2017a,b) , in which an ǫ-bounded error on the preference scores do not influence the correctness. See more detailed definition of PAC in Section 2. We also consider the exact ranking problem based on our results on PAC ranking.
Problems Formulation
Under the multinomial logit (MNL) model, each item is associated with a preference score represented by a real number. A more preferred item has a larger preference score. The items are ranked based on their preference scores.
A query over a set S = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i l } will return i m as the most favored item with probability
where γ im is the preference score of item i m . The MNL model was introduced by (Bradley and Terry, 1952) , and has been widely adopted in many areas (Hunter, 2004) . We also assume that the queries are independent across time and items. Mathematically speaking, if we query t sets (some of them can be the same) S 1 , S 2 , ..., S t , where S τ = {i τ,1 , i τ,2 , ..., i τ,l }, then we will get query result (i a1 , i a2 , ..., i at ) with probability . Items with larger preference scores are more likely to win a query (i.e., be the query result), and thus, the items are ranked through this hidden information. When l = 2, the MNL model reduces to the BradleyTerry-Luce (BTL) model (Bradley and Terry, 1952) , which is equivalent to the Plackett-Luce (PL) model. Under the PL model, item i will be the result of a query over i and i with probability θi θi+θj , where θ i = exp(γ i ) and θ j = exp(γ j ). To simplify the notations, in this paper, we let θ i = exp(γ i ), for all items i. In this paper, we only use θ i 's instead of γ i 's to avoid ambiguity. Now, assume that there are a total of n items indexed by 1, 2, ..., n, and we use [n] := {1, 2, ..., n} to denote the set of all items. Since only the ratios of θ i 's matter, in this paper we normalize max i∈[n] θ i = 1. Define θ [i] as the i-th largest preference score of all items. For ǫ ∈ (0, 1), an item is said to be (ǫ, k)-optimal if its preference score is no less than
i.e., U k,ǫ is the set of all (ǫ, k)-optimal items. A set R is said to be ǫ-top-k if |R| = k and R ⊂ U k,ǫ , i.e., all items in it are (ǫ, k)-optimal. Here we given a simple example. Let [n] = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the preference scores are 1.0, 0.9, 0.89, 0.87 respectively. Let k = 2 and ǫ = 0.02. We have θ [k] = 0.9, U k,ǫ = {1, 2, 3}, and every 2-sized subset of U k,ǫ is ǫ-top-k. Now we define the PAC top-k item selection problem.
Given a set of n items, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., ⌊n/2⌋}, l ∈ {2, 3, 4, ..., n}, δ ∈ (0, 1), and ǫ ∈ (0, 1), we want to find a correct ǫ-top-k subset with error probability no more than δ, and use as few l-wise queries as possible.
Beyond Problem 1, we further explore the PAC total ranking problem. A function Π is said to be a permutation of [n] if it is a bijection from [n] to [n], where Π(i) = j means item i ranks the j-th largest. Given ǫ ∈ (0, 1), a permutation Π is said to be an ǫ-ranking if for all i and j in [n], Π(i) < Π(j) (i.e., i ranks higher than j) implies θ i ≥ θ j − ǫ. In other words, an ǫ-ranking is a correct ranking except that incorrect orders among items with preference scores' difference no greater than ǫ are allowed. Now we define the PAC total ranking problem. Problem 2. [PAC Total Ranking (TR) ] Given a set of n items, l ∈ {2, 3, 4, ..., n}, δ ∈ (0, 1), and ǫ ∈ (0, 1), we want to find a correct ǫ-ranking with error probability no more than δ, and use as few l-wise queries as possible.
In this paper, we add two constraints to our problems. The first one is that we can only perform l-wise queries. As has been explained in Section 1, this constraint is reasonable and of interest. The second constraint is that the ratios of preference scores between items are upper bounded by a constant. In this paper, it is referred to as the RBC (ratios bounded by a constant) condition. The RBC condition implies that there exists some constant C such that sup i,j∈ [n] θ i /θ j ≤ C. Under the RBC condition, the least preferred item has a lower bounded probability to win the most preferred item. The RBC condition has been adopted by many previous works (Chen and Suh, 2015; Negahban, Oh, and Shah, 2016; Agarwal et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2017a; Chen et al., 2017) . The rationale behind the RBC condition is as follows.
First, the RBC condition is a good model of the situations where noises are not insignificant, and the least preferred items still have a chance to win the most preferred ones. Second, Chen, Li, and Mao (2018) showed that if the RBC condition does not hold, one can get an lreduction for Problem 1. However, when the RBC condition holds, they showed that the sample complexity is lower bounded by Ω(n), and their algorithms' sample complexity is O(n log 14 n) under default parameters, far higher than the lower bound. Thus, we are interested whether their results can be improved when the RBC condition holds.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the first and most recent paper that focuses on listwise active ranking under the MNL model was (Chen, Li, and Mao, 2018) , which proposed an algorithm that finds the top-k out of n items with high probability using O(n log 14 n) 1 l-wise comparisons when using default parameters, and can obtain up to an l-reduction if the preference scores vary significantly. However, when the RBC condition holds, Chen, Li, and Mao (2018) showed that Ω(n) queries are necessary, and their algorithms suffer from a log 14 n factor, which can be large. Motivated by their work, we investigate whether we can tighten the lower bound or remove the log 14 n factor when the RBC conditions hold. When l = 2, the MNL model reduces to PL model (Luce, 2012) . Under this model, active ranking has been studied extensively. For the top-k ranking problem, to our knowledge, the best asymptotic result was given by (Agarwal et al., 2017) . Given ∆ k , the minimal difference between the preference scores of the k-th preferred item and the others, its top-k ranking algorithm returns a correct solution with error probability no greater than δ using O(∆ −2 k n log (k/δ)) comparisons, which meets the lower and upper bound proved in this paper. However, a weakness of the algorithm in (Agarwal et al., 2017) is that one needs to know the ∆ k value a priori. Agarwal et al. (2017) also proved an Ω(∆ −2 k n log (1/δ)) lower bound on sample complexity. Further, they showed that any algorithm able to solve the (PAC) full exploration multi-armed bandit (FEMAB) problem can solve the (PAC) top-k ranking problem by transforming the latter to the former. Thus, FEMAB algorithms such as that in (Kalyanakrishnan and Stone, 2010; Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012; Cao et al., 2015; Chen, Gupta, and Li, 2016 ) also meet the lower bound proved in this paper. The algorithm in (Agarwal et al., 2017 ) also relies on this kind of transformation. However, numerical results in this paper shows that such a transformation performs poorly when l is large.
For the pairwise total ranking problem, the best theoretical result so far has been given by Szörényi et al. (2015) to our knowledge, where they proposed a total ranking algorithm PLPAC-AMPR using O ǫ −2 n log n log(nδ −1 ǫ −1 ) comparisons. This result is looser than our upper and lower bound by a log n factor. Though not stated, it can be proved that Borda Ranking in (Falahatgar et al., 2017a) solves the pairwise total ranking problem with sample complexity O ǫ −2 n log(nδ −1 ) . However, numerical results in this paper shows that it does not work well in the listwise settings, especially when l is large.
Works in (Chen and Suh, 2015; Negahban, Oh, and Shah, 2016; Chen et al., 2017) proposed non-adaptive top-k ranking algorithms by using the special property of the PL model, and the Agarwal et al. (2017) ; Chen et al. (2017) showed that these algorithms are sample complexity optimal in the non-adaptive setting (i.e., with sample complexity O(n log n)). Jang et al. (2017b) studied the listwise top-k ranking, but under a different model. Works in (Feige et al., 1994; Ailon, 2012; Busa-Fekete et al., 2013; Falahatgar et al., 2017a Falahatgar et al., ,b, 2018 Mohajer and Suh, 2016) explored maxing and ranking under different settings, and proposed optimal or nearly optimal algorithms. For the Bordascore model, Heckel et al. (2016) ; Katariya et al. (2018) proposed partition (or coarse ranking) algorithms that solve the top-k item selection problem with sample complexity O(n log n), and Falahatgar et al. (2017a) explored the maxing and total ranking.
Lower Bound Analysis
In this section, we establish the sample complexity (number of queries needed) lower bounds for the two problems defined above. Both the lower bounds in this paper are for the worst case. We do not consider average lower bounds in this paper, since they necessitate assumptions on a prior distribution on the preference scores, which is beyond the scope of this paper. For instance, when deriving the Ω(n log n) lower bound of sorting, people normally assume that all numbers are distinct and each permutation has the same prior probability. There are instances like the one where all numbers take value in {0, 1}, for which O(n) time is sufficient for sorting. Also, due to the PAC setting, there are instances (e.g., preference scores of the items are closer than ǫ) whose ranking can be recovered even by a constant number of queries.
We note that the lower bounds derived in this paper are not restricted to the problems defined in this paper, and can also be applied to others (Szörényi et al., 2015; Heckel et al., 2016; Agarwal et al., 2017; Chen, Li, and Mao, 2018) . We will provide more detailed discussions after presenting the lower bounds for the PAC problems.
Lower Bound for the k-IS Problem
First, we establish the worst case lower bound for the k-IS problem (Problem 1) stated in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Lower bound of the k-IS problem). Given ǫ ∈ (0, 1/32], δ ∈ (0, 1/4), 6 ≤ k ≤ n/2, and 2 ≤ l ≤ n, there is an instance such that to find an ǫ-top-k subset with error probability no more than δ, any algorithm must conduct Ω( n ǫ 2 log k δ ) l-wise queries in expectation.
Proof. We prove that any algorithm able to solve the k-IS problem can be transformed to solve the PAC top-k arm selection (k-AS) problem with Bernoulli rewards defined in (Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012) . The sample complexity lower bound of the latter is Ω( n ǫ 2 log k δ ), and completes the proof. See Section 9 for details.
The reduction mentioned above also implies that we can use the ranking algorithms to solve the corresponding FEMAB algorithms, and builds a bridge between ranking and FEMAB problems.
We note that this bound can also be applied to the exact top-k subset selection problem (Chen and Suh, 2015; Negahban, Oh, and Shah, 2016; Agarwal et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2017a; Chen et al., 2017) .
. When ǫ < ∆ k , the unique ǫ-top-k subset is exactly the top-k subset. Thus, for the exact top-k item selection problem, the worst case lower bound is Ω(
This bound is higher than the Ω( Agarwal et al. (2017) .
Corollary 2 (Lower bound of identifying the exact top-k items).
, and 2 ≤ l ≤ n, there is an instance such that to find the exact top-k subset with error probability no more than δ, any algorithm must conduct Ω(
To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 1 is the first known Ω( 
Lower Bound for the TR Problem
Next, we establish the worst case lower bound for the TR problem (Problem 2). Recall from the definition of ǫ-ranking that the k highest ranked items in an ǫ-ranking form an ǫ-top-k subset. Thus, the lower bound of the TR problem is no lower than the PAC top-(n/2) selection, i.e., Ω( n ǫ 2 log n δ ). The result is presented in Theorem 3. Later in Theorem 5, we will show that this lower bound is tight.
Theorem 3 (Lower bound for the total ranking problem). Given ǫ ∈ (0, 1/32], δ ∈ (0, 1/4), and 2 ≤ l ≤ n, there is an instance such that to find a correct ǫ-ranking with error probability no more than δ, any algorithm must conduct Ω n ǫ 2 log n δ l-wise queries in expectation. Proof. If one finds an ǫ-ranking of A, then the top ⌊ n 2 ⌋ items form an ǫ-top-⌊ n 2 ⌋ subset of A. The lower bound of the latter one is Ω n ǫ 2 log n δ , and thus, the desired result follows. For the exact total ranking problem, when n increases, the minimal gap of preference scores between the items is of the order O(1/n). To distinguish two items whose preference scores' difference is O(1/n) with probability 3/4, at least Ω(n 2 ) queries are required by Corollary 2. Thus, for any n-sized instance, the exact total ranking takes at least Ω(n 2 ) queries. The worst case lower bound is Ω(n 3 log n) (consider the instance where preferences scores' differences between consecutive items are all O(1/n). The lower bounds of these two problems are not dependent on the value of l. It indicates that by listwise queries, one can only get up to constant reductions on the sample complexity. However, in practice, numerical results provided in Figure 3 suggest that when l increases, the number of queries decreases. Furthermore, as noted in Section 1, for many applications such as web searching and online shopping, listwise queries are more typical and common. When users use these applications, the server, by adaptively presenting items in a listwise manner, can learn the users' preference in a shorter time compared with randomly presenting.
Algorithms for the PAC Total Ranking
In this section, we present our algorithm called PairwiseDefeatingTotalRanking (PDTR) for Problem 2 (Algorithm 1) and its analysis. Its theoretical performance is stated in Theorem 5. The key idea of this algorithm is to first bound the probability that j wins a query given i or j wins the query (see Lemma 4), and then use this bound to establish a UCB (upper confidence bound)-like method that bounds the probability that an unwanted item is added to the result. The key difference between our algorithm and the UCB-like algorithms for the FEMAB problems (see (Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012) as an example) is that they bound the empirical means of the bandit arms' rewards, while in our algorithm, we bound the ratio of winning numbers (i.e., w j /(w i + w j )) for each pair of items. Our contribution lies in extending the upper confidence bounds of the arm's empirical mean rewards to that of the ratios between items' wins.
Lemma 4. In Algorithms 1 with input α ≤ l−1 4(l+C−1) , for any i, j in R with θ i > θ j , the probability that i wins a query given i or j wins the query is at least
Proof. We will show that for each set S containing i, there is an one-to-one corresponding set S ′ such that P r{i wins the query over S} P r{i wins the query over S}+P r{j wins the query over S ′ } ≥ 1 2 + α(θ i − θ j ), and derive the desired result. See Section 10 for details.
Here we explain the main idea of PDTR. In this algorithm, upper confidence bounds on wj wi+wj are established to make sure the following event happens with probability at least 1 − n(n − 1)δ * 1 : for all i, j with θ i > θ j + ǫ, during the time they are in R, (i) it always holds that wj wi+wj < b wi+wj , and (ii) w j does not reach 1 4α 2 ǫ 2 log 1 δ * 1 before w i . It can be seen from the algorithm that if the above event happens, for all i, j ∈ A with θ i > θ j +ǫ, i ranks higher than j in Π, and thus, the returned value Π is correct. We say a query is useful if its query result (i.e., the winner) is in R at the time when the result is revealed, and is useless otherwise. By removing an item as soon as it wins 
Input: A the n-sized set to be ranked, δ a desired error probability bound, ǫ the error tolerance, and α a parameter balancing correct probability and sample complexity.
Output: An ǫ-ranking that is correct w.p. ≥ 1 − δ. Initialize: δ * 1 ← δ n(n−1)+1 ; lo ← 1; hi ← n; R ← A; ∀i ∈ A, w i ← 0; Π ← empty map; ⊲ lo and hi are pointers; R stores the remaining items; w i records the wins of item i; 1: repeat 2:
if |R| ≥ l then S ← a random l-sized subset of R;
3:
else S ← R ∪ {last l − |R| items removed from R};
4:
Query S once; Let q denote the winner;
5:
∀j ∈ R − {q}, mark "q defeats j";
8:
for j ∈ R such that j does not defeat q do if q defeats every other element of R then
11:
Π(q) ← lo; R ← R − {q}; lo ← lo + 1;
12:
for i ∈ R do
13:
if i is defeated by every other element of R then 14: Here, we add an α parameter to the input in order to balance the trade-off between error probability and sample complexity in practice. We note that α ≤ l−1 4(l+C−1) is a sufficient condition for PDTR to achieve an error probability no greater than δ for any input instance. However, in practice, most cases do not need a small α value to achieve the target success probability. So do Algorithms 2 and 3.
By Theorem 3, we can see that PDTR is sample complexity optimal in order sense. We note that Falahatgar et al. (2017a) proposed algorithms with the same upper bound for the special case l = 2. However, when l > 2, they have no theoretical guarantees, and numerical results in Section 7 indicate that our algorithm outperforms theirs.
Algorithms for the PAC Top-k Item Selection
In this section, we provide the algorithm TournamentKSelection (TNKS) for Problem 1 (Algorithm 3). This algorithm is inspired by "Halving" proposed in (Kalyanakrishnan and Stone, 2010) . "Halving" divides δ and ǫ into δ r 's and ǫ r 's, and eliminate half the remaining items for each round while guaranteeing (δ r , ǫ r )-correctness of this round. We first modify PDTR to establish the PairwiseDefeatingKSelection (PDKS) algorithm (Algorithm 2). PDKS has a special property (stated in Lemma 6) that will be used in the establishment of TNKS. Then, we use the similar ideas as Halving to design TNKS, which solves the k-IS problem with O( n ǫ 2 log k+l n ) sample complexity. We first present PDKS, which is similar to PDTR with the difference being that the former returns immediately after k (ǫ, k)-optimal items are found. The sample complexity of PDKS is still O( n ǫ 2 log n δ ), but the constant factor is smaller as it can be viewed as an early-stopped version of PDTR.
Algorithm 2 PairwiseDefeatingKSelection(A, k, δ, ǫ, α)
Input: A the n-sized set to be ranked, k the number of top items to be selected, δ a desired error probability bound, ǫ the error tolerance, and α a parameter balancing success probability and sample complexity. if |R| ≥ l then S ← a random l-sized subset of R; ∀j ∈ R − {q}, mark "q defeats j";
8:
for j ∈ R such that j does not defeat q do if i defeats every other element of R then
11:
Ans ← Ans ∪ {i}; R ← R − {i};
12:
13:
if i is defeated by every other element of R then
14:
R ← R − {i}; ⊲ Discard i 15: until |Ans| = k 16: return Ans Lemma 6 is a property of PDKS, which will be used to establish TNKS. The theoretical performance of PDKS is stated in Theorem 2.
Lemma 6. Let κ ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} be arbitrary. With probability at least 1 − 2κ(n−1)δ 2k(n−1)+1 , the returned value of PDKS contains at least κ items whose preference scores are no less than θ
is the κ-th largest preference score among all items in A.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 5. See Section 12 for details. Proof. First fix α ≤ l−1 4(l+C−1) . Letting κ = k in Lemma 6, we have that with probability at least 1 − 2k(n − 1)δ * 2 , the returned value is correct. As for the sample complexity, we consider all positive α values. The number of useful queries is obviously upper bounded by O(
Theorem 7 (Theoretical performance of PDKS). With probability at least 1 − δ, PDKS terminates after O(
. By Chernoff Bound and some computation, we can prove that the number of useless queries is at most O( l α 2 ǫ 2 log n δ ) with probability 1 − δ * 2 . The desired result follows. See Section 13 for details.
Based on PDKS, we design TNKS. TNKS runs like a tournament. At each round r (i.e., the r-th repetition of lines 2 to 7), it divides the remaining items R into groups of size m ≥ 2k. Then, items within each group compete and only k of them survive. After each round, only half (with at most k more) of the remaining items will survive. Precisely speaking,
where T r is the set of remaining items after round r. Rounds will be repeated until only k items remain. Thus, by at most ⌈log 2 n⌉ rounds, TNKS terminates.
Algorithm 3 TournamentKSelection(A, k, δ, ǫ, α) Input: A the n-sized set to be ranked, k the number of top items to be selected, δ a desired error probability bound, ǫ the error tolerance, and α a parameter balancing success probability and sample complexity.
Output: An ǫ-top-k subset correct w.p. 
until R = ∅ 9: until |T r | = k 10: return T r By using Lemma 6, we can prove the theoretical performance of TNKS, which is stated in Theorem 8. Proof. We can prove that when |T s−1 ∩ U k,
Theorem 8 (Theoretical performance of TNKS). With probability at least 1 − δ, TNKS terminates after O(
r=1 ǫr is defined in (2)), at round s, with probability at least 1 − δ s , TNKS takes at most O( |Ts−1| ǫ 2 log m δs ) queries, and |T s ∩ U k, s r=1 ǫr | ≥ k. The desired result then follows from the choices of δ r and ǫ r in TNKS. See Section 14 for details.
Fix α = Ω(1), the sample complexity is O( n ǫ 2 log k+l δ ). Clearly, under the PL model (i.e., l = 2), our algorithm has order-optimal sample complexity in the worst case. When l > 2, if l = O(poly(k)), our algorithm is still orderoptimal in the worst case. When l increases, the theoretical upper bound of TNKS' sample complexity increases. However, it can be seen later from the numerical results in Figure 3 that as l increases, the actual number of queries decreases. This can be explained as follows: The required α value ( l−1 4(C+l−1) ) decreases as l increases, and the sample complexity upper bound scales as O(α −2 ).
Numerical Results
In this section, we compare our algorithms with the state-ofthe-art by running simulations on synthetic data as well as real-world data.
Synthetic Data
In this subsection, we perform comparisons using synthetic data. In the datasets, all items' preference scores are independently generated uniformly at random in [1/C, 1], and then rescaled to let the maximal preference score be 1. All algorithms are tested on the same datasets for fair comparisons. Every point in the figures is averaged over 100 trails. In this part we fix n = 10, ǫ = 0.05, δ = 0.05, and C = 10, and vary the other parameters to perform the comparisons. We first compare TNKS (Algorithm 3) for the top-k ranking problems with the state-of-the-art algorithms including Spectral MLE (Chen and Suh, 2015) , AlgPairwise (and AlgMultiwise, its listwise version) (Chen, Li, and Mao, 2018) , and Halving (Kalyanakrishnan and Stone, 2010) . Spectral MLE is with O(n log n) sample complexity in the pairwise case. AlgMultiwise's sample complexity is O(n log 14 n) under default parameters. Halving is an example of FEMAB algorithms, with sample complexity O( n ǫ 2 log k δ ) for l = 2. In the implementations of these algorithms, we vary the parameters (e.g., α of TNKS) to balance the trade-off between success rate and sample complexity. For Spectral MLE, we fix L and vary input parameter p. For AlgMultiwise and AlgPairwise, we vary κ. For Halving, we vary input parameter δ, the desired error probability bound.
We begin with the pairwise case (i.e., l = 2). The results are shown in Figure 1 (a)-(c) . We can see that when k = 1 or k = 2, TNKS outperforms other algorithms. When k = 5, the performances of all algorithms are close. This is because the sample complexity of TNKS is O( n ǫ 2 log k δ ), while that of Spectral MLE and AlgPairwise is O(n · poly(log n)), so TNKS performs better when k is small. The results indicate that the advantage of TNKS is greater when k is small, consistent with our theoretical results. Next, we compare these algorithms in the listwise case (i.e, l > 2). The results are illustrated in Figure 1 (d)-(f) . Spectral MLE works only for pairwise ranking, which is not comparable in this part. As we can see, TNKS' performance is better than AlgMultiwise overall, consistent with our theoretical results. Also, TNKS is better than Halving. Further, it can be seen that when l increases, the gap between TNKS and Halving increases. This indicates that the approach of transforming listwise ranking problems to the FEMAB ones does not work well for large l.
Secondly, we compare PDTR (Algorithm 1) with total ranking algorithms including PLPAC-AMPR (Szörényi et al., 2015) and Borda Ranking (Falahatgar et al., 2017a) . PLPAC-AMPR only works in the pairwise case, so it is not comparable in the listwise case. In the implementations, we vary the δ value of PLPAC-AMPR and Borda Ranking to balance the trade-off of sample complexity and success rate. The results are illustrated in Figure 2 .
According to the figures, the performance of PLPAC-AMPR is much worse than PDTR, which is consistent with the theoretical results that PLPAC-AMPR's sample complexity is O(n log 2 n). We can also see that when l = 2, Borda Ranking is slightly better than PDTR. An explanation is that when l = 2, Borda Ranking is of sample complexity O( n ǫ 2 log n δ ), the same as PDTR, and may have a smaller Thirdly, we test the performance of TNKS and PDTR under different l values. We show that although their upper bounds of sample complexity increases as l increases, their actual performances are better for larger l values. One possible explanation is that as l increases, the required α values is larger, and the sample complexity upper bound scales as O(α −2 ). The results are illustrated in Figure 3 . (a) TNKS, k = 2. 
Real-World Data
In this subsection, we compare the algorithms on realword data. We use datasets "ED-00004-00000189", "ED-00004-00000190", and "ED-00004-00000198" from PrefLib (Bennett and Lanning, 2007) to conduct real-world data experiments. Each dataset contains several hundreds entries. Each entry provides a strict order of four movies annotated by a user. Here we present four entries of "ED-00004-00000189" to help the readers understand the datasets: "90,1,3,2,4", "45,1,2,3,4", "35,1,3,4,2", and "29,2,3,4,1". The entry "90,1,3,2,4" means that there are 90 users who prefer movie 1 the best, movie 2 the second, and movie 4 the last.
In the implementations of algorithms, we generate the query results by the empirical marginals, that is P(i|S) = the empirical frequency that i is more preferred than all other items of S in the dataset. We use the corresponding pairwise preference data to compute the preference scores with highest likelihood ratio by MM method (Hunter, 2004) , and use them to generate the correct ranking. All algorithms are tested on these three datasets. For each dataset, we perform 100 trials for each point, and then take average over the three datasets. Here, we take parameters ǫ = 0.05 and δ = 0.05. First we compare the top-k ranking algorithms and the results are shown in Figure 4 . We can see that TNKS still outperforms other algorithms and the gaps are larger when l = 4. The results are consistent to our theoretical and numerical results on synthetic data.
Next, we compare the total ranking algorithms, and the results are shown in Figure 5 . We do not test PLPAC-AMPR, since Szörényi et al. (2015) showed that it does not fit well for some real-word data, especially for those whose empirical marginals are far from the PL model. We ran PLPAC-AMPR on a computer with 8 Intel Core i7-6700 CPUs, but it did not return within a reasonable amount of time. According to the results, when l = 2, the performances of these two algorithms are close. However, when l = 4, PDTR clearly outperforms Borda Ranking. The results on real-world data are consistent with our theoretical and numerical results on synthetic data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the PAC top-k ranking problem and the PAC total ranking problem, both under the MNL model. For the first problem, we derived a lower bound on the sample complexity, and proposed an algorithm that is optimal up to a log(k + l)/ log k factor. When l = 2 (i.e. pairwise) or l = O(poly(n)), our result is order-optimal. For the second problem, we derived a tight lower bound, and proposed an algorithm that matches the lower bound. Numerical experiments on synthetic data and real-world data confirmed the improvement for both pairwise and listwise ranking.
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. In this proof, we invoke Theorem 8 of (Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012) , which proves that in the worst case, to find k (ǫ, k)-optimal bandit arms out of n arms, any algorithm needs to take Ω( n ǫ 2 log k δ ) pulls in expectation, where an arm is said to be (ǫ, k)-optimal if its expected reward plus ǫ is no less than the k-th largest expected reward of all the arms. The hard instance used in the proof of Theorem 8 in (Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012) consists of n arms with Bernoulli rewards. We denote this hard instance as I 1 in this paper.
Suppose that there is an algorithm A that can solve all instances of the k-IS problem with o( n ǫ 2 log k δ ) l-wise queries. We will show that A can solve I 1 mentioned above with o( n ǫ 2 log k δ ) samples and leads to a contradiction. In I 1 , for any l arms denoted by a 1 , a 2 , ..., a l , let µ i be the expected reward of arm a i . For each sample of arm a i , the reward is an independent instance of the Bernoulli(µ i ) distribution. From the proof of Theorem 8 of Kalyanakrishnan et al. (2012) , there exists a constant C such that sup i,j µi µj ≤ C. Obviously, as µ i ≤ 1 for all i, we have µ i ≥ 1/C for all i. Now define the following procedure P: randomly choose an arm from {a 1 , a 2 , ...a l }, and sample it; if the sampling result is 1, then arm a i is returned; otherwise, we repeat choosing arms until one sample result is 1. In other words, P continuously chooses arms to sample until an one occurs, and return the corresponding arm. Now we prove that in P, arm a i is returned with probability exactly
for all i, and the procedure P returns after at most C samples in expectation.
Define X is the returned value, and T is the number of samples pulled before termination.
First, it can be proved easily that for n ∈ AE,
Since µ i ≥ 1/C for all i, it follows that
Secondly, we have
and the two desired properties of P have been proved.
The marginal probability of P is exactly the same as the MNL model. Thus, if we replace the querying operation in A by P, we can construct a new algorithm that solves the hard instance I 1 by at most o( n ǫ 2 log k δ ) samples, and leads to a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. Fix α ≤ l−1 4(l+C−1) . Let S t be the t-th set to be queried in the algorithm, and Q t be its query result. Since one query has only one result, we have that
Let p = 1 2 + α(θ i − θ j ). When S does not contain i or j and S t = S, Q t is with probability 0 to be i or j. Let S ′ = S, and obviously we have
For any l-sized set S containing i but not j, we can find a unique set S ′ such that S ′ = S t − {i} + {j}. Let β = a∈S−{i} θ a . Here we note that as 1/C ≤ θ a ≤ 1 for all items a, β ≥ l−1 C . By the definition of the RBC condition, we have
where (a) follows from β ≥ l−1 C , and (b) follows from the condition α ≤ l−1 4(l+C−1) . For any l-sized set S containing both i and j, let S ′ = S. Since θ i , θ j ≤ 1, we have
Thus, (8) holds when i, j ∈ S. For any l-sized set S containing j but not i, there is a unique set S ′ = S − {j} + {i} such that (8) holds, as P r{Q
For each S and S ′ , the probability that S t = S is equal to that of S t = S ′ , and for every possible chosen set S, there is a corresponding set S ′ to let (8) hold, and the map from S to S ′ is one-to-one. Thus, we can conclude the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 5
Proof.
Step 1. Fix α ≤ l−1 4(l+C−1) . Let E t i,j be the event that when i and j are in R and w i + w j = t, wj wi+wj ≥ b wi+wj . For any items i and j such that θ i > θ j + ǫ, by Lemma 4 and Hoeffding's inequality, it is easy to show that does not happen, item j will not be marked "defeat i" by Line 9 of PDTR. By (13), we have that for any items i and j such that θ i > θ j + ǫ, P r{E
Next, we let E reach i,j be the event that when i and j are in R, w j reaches 1 4α 2 ǫ 2 log 1 δ * 1 before w i . For items i and j
happens, we have w j ≥ w i when
⌉. By Lemma 4 and Hoeffding's inequality, it happens with probability at most
where B(n, p) represents a Binomial random variable with parameters n and p. Thus, it holds that P r{E
Step 2 happens with probability at most 2δ * 1 . The number of this kind of (i, j) pairs is at most n(n−1) 2
. By (14) and 16, we have P r E bad ≤ n(n − 1)δ * 1 .
Now assume that E bad does not happen. For any items i, j ∈ A with θ i > θ j + ǫ, if j ranks higher than i in Π, then during the time when they are in R, either: (i) w j reaches 1 4α 2 ǫ 2 log 1 δ * 1 before w i or (ii) j defeats i in Line 9, and contradicts the assumption. Thus, the returned value is a correct ǫ-ranking with probability at least 1 − n(n − 1)δ *
.
Step 3: Sample complexity of PDTR. In this step, we consider all positive α values. We say a query is useful if its query result (i.e., the winner) is in R at the time when the result is revealed, and is useless otherwise.
Here we introduce an inequality directly derived from Chernoff Bound. Let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X t be t independent Bernoulli random variables, and for all i, X i ≥ p. Define S := t i=1 X i . Let B(t, p) denote a Binomial random variable with parameters t and p. For any b ≤ tp, we have P r{S ≤ b} ≤ P r{B(t, p) ≤ b}, and thus, by Chernoff Bound,
We first prove that with probability at least 1−δ * 1 , the number of useless queries is upper bounded by O( l α 2 ǫ 2 log 1 δ * 1 ).
As we can see in Lines 2 and 3 of PDTR, useless queries occur only when |R| < l. And after the first time |R| < l, every query will involve all the remaining items in R. Let j be the last item added to Π. We have that j wins at most 1 4α 2 ǫ 2 log 1 δ * 1 queries. It also holds that all useless queries involve item j by Lines 2 and 3. Under the RBC condition, for any query that involves item j, the probability that item j wins this query is at least queries with probability at least 1 − δ * 1 . Since every useless query involves j and the algorithm terminates immediately after j wins ). Since δ * 1 = Θ(δ/n), the stated sample complexity follows. Combining Step 2 and Step 3 completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 6
Proof. Fix α < l−1 4(l+C−1) . Let [κ] be the set of the κ most preferred items of A. An item is said to be bad if its preference score is less than θ ′ [κ] − ǫ. Given i ∈ [κ] and bad item j, we have θ i > θ j +ǫ. Following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 5, we have that during the time when i and j are in R, with probability at least 1 − 2δ * 2 , item j does not defeat i in Line 9 and w j does not reach 1 4α 2 ǫ 2 log 1 δ * 2 before w i . The number of this kind of i, j pairs is at most κ(n−1). Thus, it follows that with probability at least 1 − 2κ(n − 1)δ
